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SUMMARY 

An investigation to deterdne the  over-811  performance of the modi- 
fied eight-stage axial-flow compressor  with new fourth-stage  stator 
blades was conducted as part of the study of the problems  encountered in 
a high-pressure-ratio axial-flow compressor  with  transonic  inlet  stages. 
The performance of the compressor was determined over a rmge of weight 
flows at  equivalent  speeds f r m  30 to 100 percent of design speed. The 
surge,  rotating-stall, and blade vibration  characteristics were deter- 
mined at low and intemdiate speeds. The maximum total-pressure ratio 
obtained  at  design  speed w&s 10.7 at an equivalent weight flow of 70.5 
pounds per  second (29.7 lb/( sec}  (sq ft of frontal area) 3 with 89 adia- 
batic  efficiency  of 0.82. A maxinnm e a m e n t  weight flow of appmxi- 
ma.tely  72.5 pouhds per  second (30.6 Ib?(sec) (sq f% of frontal area) 1 w a ~  
obtained  at  design  speed. 

Rohting stall wae present  up  to  equivalent  speeds of approximately 
73 percent  of  design  speed. The stall patterns  obtained were of either 
the  three-  or four-zone partial-span type. Rotating stall excited  reso- 
nant vibration in the  carpressor blading. The resulting  blade  stresses 
were  determined by the use of resistance-type  strain  gages  mounted near 
the  top of the blade-hase  fillet on two blades of each blade row.  The 
pede vibratory  stresses i n  the  first- and second-stage  stator  blades 
were &5,500 pounds per square inch at 6350 rlpn and d-59,500 pounds per 
square inch at 8250 rpm, respectively. In the rotor blades, the highest 
vibratory  stress was *17,700 pounds  per  square  inch occurr'hg in the 
fourth stage  at  7900 rpn. 
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INTRODUCZCION 
* 

In the  study of the  design  and  off-design  performance problem of a 
Ugh-mass-flow,  high-pressure-ratio,  multistage  campressor, an eight- 
stage  axial-flow  compressor having two  transonic  inlet  stages was de- 
signed,  fabricated, and tested  at  the Lewis laborstory.  Reference 
1 presents a detailed  study  of  the  aerodynamic  design and over-all  per- 
formance  data of t h f s  compressor. During the  course  of t h i s  study, 
several.  modifications  were  Incorporated in the ccmrpressor iB an attem-gt- 
to  lxprove  the  mechanical  characteristics of the blading  and the aerody- 
namic performance  at high speeds.  These modifications included  tapering 8 
the intern1 casing  diameter  from 20 inches  at the entrance  of  the seventh 
stage  to 20.86 inches at  the  first-stage  entrance,  reducing the rate-of 
change of hub  curvature  through  the  first  and  second 8-e to a m i n i m u m  
allowed  by  stress  considerations, and enlarging  the  baee  fillets -t;O re- 
duce  the  possibility  of  blade  failure  (ref. 2). 

During the over-dl performance  tests of the m m i e d  ccanpressor, 
fatigue  cracks  were  detected in the f-. stator  row, gnd the  tests . 
were  stopped  before  the  performaace  in  the  intermediate  speed  range could 
be  determined. A new  set of fourth-stage  stator  blades wi-th a larger 
base  diameter  and a larger root fillet  were  then  installed,  and the tests 
continued. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . -. . .  

~ " - .. . 

This report  presents  the  aver-&  performance on the  basis of t o t a l -  
pressure  ratio and adiabatic  temperature-rise  efficiency  plotted against 
inlet  equivalent  weight  flow  for  a.range of sgeeds from 30 to 100 percent 
of  design. The rotating-stall  regions are also indicated on the  over-all 
performance map. Critical-speed diagrams are  presented f o r  the  rotor  and 
stator  blades  to  indlcate.the  rotating-stall  excitation. An equilibrium 
operating  line  is  superimgoeed on me ccmpressor.~erforgance map to indi- 
cate  the  part-speed  problems  associated  with  installsltion  of t h i s  cam- 
pressor  in a turbojet  engine, 

The  following symbols d e  used in this  report: 

f,  frequency with which s t a l l  regions  pass  anemometer  probe 

h rotative  speed  ofpropagating  stall  region, ~ p s  

N rotor  speed, r p n  

P total  pressure,  lb/sq  ft  abs 

Re Reynold6  number  relative  to  tip  of  first  rotor 
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T total  temperature, OF 

w weight  flow,  lb/sec 

6 ratio  of W e t  t o t a l  pressure to NACA standard sea-level  pressure 
of  2ll6  lb/sq ft 

qad adiabatic  temperature-rise  efficiency 

8 ratio of inlet  total temperature to WCA standard ses-level  tem- 
perature  of 518.7O R 

x nuniber of stall zones 

Subscripts: 

0 inlet  depression-tank  station 

20 discharge  measuring  station 

Superscript: 

1 relative to rotor  blading 

Compressor 

The  compressor  used  for this investigation was a 20.856-inch W e t  
tip  diameter,  eight-stage dal-flaw research  cmpressor having t w o  
transonic  inlet  stages. A cross-sectional  view of the  compressor, the 
inlet  bellmouth  nozzle, and the  discharge  collector is shown in  figure 1. 
The original  compressor  was  designed  for an over-all  total-pressure  ratio 
of 10.26  at an equivalent  weight flaw of 72.4 pounds per  second  (ref. 1). 
A description of the various modifications of the  canpressor is pre- 
sented in reference 2, and a preliminmy  analysis of the oyer-a l l  per- 
formance is @veri in reference 3. Before running the  tests  reported 
herein, the fourth  row of stator  blades was replaced with blades having 
larger  root  fillets  and  larger  base  diameters  because of the  fatigue 
cracks that develqped during the  tests  reported  in  reference 3. 

Installation 

The  canpressor was driven by a L5,000-horsepower,  variable-frequency 
electric  motor. The speed wis maintained  constant by an electronic  con- 
trol  and  was  measured by an  electric  chronmetric  tachometer. Air I 

entered  the  carpressor through a submerged  thin-plate  orifice, a butterfly 
a 
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inlet  throttle for controlling  Tnlet  pressure, and.& depression  tank 6 
feet in diameter and approximately 10 feet long. Screens  in  the de- 
pression  tank and a bellmouth  nozzle  faired  into  the cqressar inlet 
were  used  to  obtain a uniform distribution of a b  entertng the-ccmrpres- 
sor. Air was discharged  from the compressor  into a collector  connected 
to  the  laboratory  altitude  exhaust  system.  Air  weight f low was controlled 
by a butterfly  valve  located in the.  exhaust  ducting. 

\ , 
Lnstrumentatim 

The axial locations  of  the  instmen+measuring stations are shown 
in figure 1. 'I!he inlet  depression-tank  station and the cmpressor d i e -  
charge had axial locations that were in accordance wlth reference 4. 
Radial distributions of outlet total temperature and total  pressure  were 
obtaFned frm multiple-probe  rakes  located at the  area  centers of equal 
annular areas. The instruments used  at  each  etation and the method of 
measurement  are  the same as given in reference 3. 

The  vibratory  stress of two  blades  in  each of the  rotor and 
stator  blade  rows was measured by means of two  resistance-wire s t r a i n  
gages  cemented  to  opposite  sides of the blades at the thickest  base  sec- 
tion.  The  gages  were  connected in bridge  circuit, and the  output was 
recorded on an oscillograph. A detailed descriptlon of .the strain-gage 
instrumentation  is gipen in reference 5. 

The constant-temperature  hot-wire  system was ueed to  detect  rotat- 
ing stall  (ref. 6). The  hot-wire  filaments were 0.001 inch  in  diameter, 
0.1 inch long, and positioned in a radial  direction. The probes  were 
located  after  the  first  and third rotors and were  mounted  in  actuators 
allowing a radial  traverse.  The  hot-wire and strain-gage signals were 
recorded on a multiple-channel  oscillograph. 

The accuracy of measurement  is  estimated to be within the followtng 
m t s :  temperature, +1.o0 F; pressure, +O.W inch of mercury;  weight 
flow, *1.5 percent; and speed, a . 3  percent. 

The  compressor was operated  at  equivalent  speeds  corresponding to 
72.5, 75, 80, 90, and 100 percent of design  speed  at  air flows ranging 
from maximum flow to a floK at which  surge or s t a l l  occurred. In these 
t e s t s ,  ~ u 1  audible  surge  occurred akminimum f low at  each  speed  tested. 
T h i s  Line will be  called  the  surge-limit Une. The surge line was 
further  defined  in the region of the  knee by taking  additional data at 
74 and 77.5 percenbf design  speed.  At 30, 50, 60, and 70 percent of 

3 
rr) 
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design speed, a few data points were taken t o  check the data of refer- 
ence 3, but no surge  points were taken i n  order t o  conserve the hot-wire 
anemmeters installed  in  the  carpressor. An oscillograph  recorded  the 
stress and vibration data. 

I 

Ln order t o  make a complete investigation of the rotor and stator 
blade  vibration,  the  stFin-gage signals at a l l  r o t o r  speeds had t o  be 
observed. V i s u a l  observations were made on both an oscilloscope and 
the scaenFng system of the oscillograph. The strain-gage signal was re- 
corded wherever p e a  vibrations were observed. Generally, the record- 
i ngs  were  made during slow accelerations o r  decelerations t o  avoid sus- 
tained  operation at resonance conditions. By t h i s  method  of recording, 
off-resonance measurements of the vibration were also possible. The 
magnitude of the  vibration,  in  term^ of stress, and the frequency of the 
vibration were determined from the recorded sigaals. The inlet  pressure 
was varied t o  maintain approximately a constant Reynolds number (based 

relat ive  to   the  t ip  of the first rotor) of 1,000,000 at a= speeds ex- 
cept 30 percent of design speed. Refrigerated inlet air was used at  
a l l  speeds t o  lWt the  outlet temperature and the mechanical  speed of 
the  canpressor f o r  a given equivalent speed. A continuous check was 
kept on the blade vibration so that 0peration.a  regions of high Vibra- 
tory  stress could  be  kept to a minimum. 

E * 

c on the blade chord a t  the t i p  of the first rotor and the air velocities . 

Radial surveys wlth the hot-wire anemmeter were taken a t  operating 
points where rotating stall  w a s  present. The  number  of s t a l l  zones i n  
each stall pattern was determined by the methods outlined i n  reference 
7e For each flow  point, the calculated  discharge total pressure was ob- 
tained by the method presented in reference 4. 

RESUECS AM) DISCUSSION 

Over-All Campressor Performance 

Total-pressure ratio and adiabatic  efficiency. - The over-dl.  per- 
formance characteristics of the compressor are  presented as a plot of 
total-pressure  ratio as a function of equivalent weight flow for  various 
values of speed uith the contours of canstant  adiabatic  efficiency  (fig. 
2). At design speed, a maxtrmUn total-pressure r a t i o  of 10.7 was ob- 
tained at an equivalent weight flow of 70.5 pounds per second (29.7 
lb/(  sec> [sq f t  of frontal area] 1 with an efficfency of 0.82. A peak 
efficiency of 0.83 was obtained a t  total-pressure ratios ranging from 
about 9.3 t o  10.3 and a maximum weight flow of approximately 72.5  pounds 
per second (30.6 lb/(sec)(sq f t  of frontal   area)) w8s obtained. The 
over-all performance curve  taken frm reference 3 is also presented in  
figure 2.  A t  90 and 100 percent of design speed, the surge  pressure 
ra t io  is s l ight ly  lower than that of reference 3. The over-all  adiabatic 
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temperature-rise  efficiency i s  plotted as a function of equivalent 
weight flow in figure 3, and the  over-all  efficiency curve of reference 
3 i s  ala0  presented. The efficiency reached a maximum value of 0.84 at  
90 percent-. of dealgrrspeed and dropped" tm 0.83 at design speed. Thfe 
is ap-prodmately a one-point drop i n  peak efficiency frcm that obtained 
i n  reference 3. Although this difference in peak efficiency i s  wlthin 
experimental limits, it is  believed- that replac- the fourth-stage st&- 
tor blades with the new set  of blades having larger root f i l l e t a  may 
have  been a contributing  factor  to t h i s  difference. 

The canpressor-surge l ine can be apprcncFmated by two straight 
lines, one running from 30 t o  60 percent  of.design speed and the other 
from 75 t o  100 percent of speed md connected by a smooth curve. There 
is  no sharp "knee" in t h i s  surge line, and as shown  by figure 2, the 
greatest change in  slope  occurs.in  the speed range where the compressor 
moves out af rotating stall. 

. .  . . . . . . . . 

- 
To indicate the part-speed problems associated yith installation 

of this compressor i n  a t u r b o j e t   e a n e ,  an .equilibrium  operating Ulne 
is  superimposed on -&e compressor map (fig.. 4)  by using the approxbnate 
method of reference 8. In order t o  obtain an ogerating  line, the fol- 

I lowing e w e  operating  conditions at design speed were selected for 
1 - sea-level  static  conutions: compressor preesure rat io ,  9.0; r a t i o  of 

turbine- t o  ccnqpressor-inlet  temgerature, 4.0; and turbine  efficiency, 
! 0.85. A t  compressor pressure -ratios lese than 9.0, the turbine operat- 

ing  l ine used was for a multistage  turbine  (see ref. 8) with a conetant 
ef'ficiency qf 0.85. With a fixed exhaust-nozzle &ea, the  operating 

I l ine  moved into  thf-surge  region at  approximately 76 percent of equLvs- 
lent design speed. It was necessary t o  increase  the  nozzle area by 10 

i percent  before the operati--line would stay in the region of stable- 
I operation over the  entire range. Actually this increase would .not .be 

I 
enough t o  allow any margin for acceleration. Consequently, a larger 
exhaust-nozzle area would be necessary, or some other method such as 

I bleed would have to be used t o  obtain  acceleration margin. This re- 
sult indicates that t h i s  ty-pe o f  high-pressure-ratio  cqnpressor will - 

require sane variable-gemetry-scheme f o r  acceleration purposes. 

i 

I 

I 
t 

Rotating stall. - The presence of rotating stall in the campressor 
annulus m8 indicated by means of a hot-wire  anemmeter. The stall  ex- 
tended axially through the canpressor and propagated i n  the  direction 
of rotation of the canpressor. The flow disturbance due t o  rotating 
stall was confined. to the outer half of the annulus with maximum strength 
a t  the t i p .  Three s t d l  zones rotating at  45 percent of ro to r  speed and 
four stall zones rotating at 51 t o  54 percent of rotor speed were pre- 
dominant during  part-speed  operation (fig. 4 ) .  The lines which separate . 
the  operating  regions for. each rider of stall zones m u e t  be considered 
a p p r o a t e ,   a s  the stall patterns axe intermittent near the line of 
transformation. 

. .  

I - .. 
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Only two major stall patterns of three o r  four zones could be lo- 
" cated in  the  cmqressor  during  these tests. There was no rotating-stall 

indication  near the surge m e  at  74 percent of design speed, but a 
three-zone stall was encountered as the apeed was reduced t o  72.5 per- 
cent speed. As the weight f low m s  increased at 72.5 percent speed, the 
s t a l l  pattern became progressively weaker, but it was not  possible t o  
get  the machine conpletely  out of stall. The f i rs t  noticeable  four- 
zone stall region  appeared at 67 percent  speed;but>it was unstable and 
alternated with a three-zone s t a l l .  A strong four-zone stall region 
was evident only at speede lower than approximately 65 percent of de- E 

rp sign speed, and then only in a narrow band near the surge line. 

A plot of the absolute rotating-stall frequency against  sctual 
rotor speed i s  shown i n  figure 5. The rotating-stall  frequency varies 
as a linear function of the  rotor speed. Changes i n  i n l e t  temperature 
have no effect on stall-propagation rate at a even  mechanical speed, 

epeed h t o  compressor speed N remains constant as M e t  temperature 
i s  varied.  For a given  operating  point (a particular  value of corrected 
speed N/@ and corrected weight flow w f i / B ) ,  the stall pattern is  
generally  fixed. If the mechanical  speed is changed t o  accammodate 
inlet-temperature changes so thkt the corrected speed is constant, the 
stall frequency will change with the changes in in l e t  temperature. The 
four-zone stall ezdsted over a range of speeds from 3250 t o  7950 rpm 
(24 t o  60 percent of rated mechanical speed) and the  three stall zones 
over a range from 6000 t o  8800 (45 t o  66 percent of rated merhnn-ical 
speed).  Figure 5 shous the mechanical-speed range  over which rotating 
stall was observed during the investigation.  Rotating stall can excite 
compressor blading t o  resonant  vibration, a c h  may result  in blade 
failure  (ref.  9). Therefore, a study was made to   detemine at  which 
compressor speeds resonant  vibration of blades  excited by rotating s t d l  
was likely t o  OCCUT. 

- i f  the number of stall zones remains the same. The ra t io  of s t a l l .  

Stator  Blade Vibration 

Since rotating-stall freqiency  varies  linearly with rotor speed 
and the  stator  blade natural frequency remains canstant, resonance be- 
tween the two frequencies catl be studied by  means of a c r i t i ca l  speed 
diagram (fig. 6). Since the flow fluctuations of rotating stall are 
not simply sinusoidal,  the harmonics  of the f l o w  fluctuations may con- 
tain  sufficient energy t o  induce  appreciable  vibrations and therefore 
are  included i n  the diagram. Another possible source of s b t o r  blade 
excitation  (not shown on the aagran) i s  the rotor  blade wakes. 

Numerous resonailce spee-ds becme  apparent from the critical-speed 
diagram. The significant s t a t o r  blade  vibrations  occurred in   the  f irst  
and second stages with the  blade  vibrating in the fundamental bending 
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mode.  The remabing stages  experienced only minor  vibrations. The 
critical-speed diagram also indicates  the  possible  excitation which 
caused  fatigue  cracks in the or ig tna l  fourth-row stator  blades. 

Figure 7 shows the  amplitude of the  blade  vibration & the  first 
three  stagea  in  terms of vibratory  strese  in  the  speed  range of the cm- 
pressor  where  rotating  stall  occurred. In the  first  stage a a w e  peak 
stress of i45,600 pounds  per  square inch at 6350 rpm was due  to  the 
blade  frequency's  being  in  resonance with the fundamental of the four- 
zone-stall  pttern. In the  second-stage two peaks  were  observed  cor- 
responding  to  resonance with the  second  harmonic of the four-zone  stall 
at 5300 r p n  and  the  second  &rmonic of the  three-zone stall at 8250 rpm, 
with a stress  amplitude  of f12,500 and &9,500 pounds  per  square imrcrh, 
respectively. In the  third  stage  three  peaks  were  observed. Two of the 
stress  peaks  were m c e d  by  the W r d  harmonic of either  the four- or 
three-zone  rotating-stall  patterns. These stress peaks occurred  at 4600 
and 7200 r p n  with stress amglikiids of &i2.,000 axid- *17,OOO pounds  per 
square  inch,  respectively.  The  third  peak of ~21,000 pounds per  square 
inch  at 8625 rpm . d o &  not  appear as a resonance point in figure 6. Bbw- 
ever, an examination of the  rotatTng=stall  pattern  revealed a noticeable 
difference in signal amplitude  between zones. Basically, a three-zone 
stall  was present  but  every other zone  had a greater  signal  amplitude 
than  the  preceding or succeeding  one  (fig. 8). Consequently,  the ex- 
citing  frequency  established  itself as one-half the ~undamentEt1 three- - 

stall  frequency  or  approximately 98 cycles  per  second  at 8625 rpn. The 
fifth  harmonic of the  one-half  frequency  (i  .e., 98 cps) is in resonance 
with  the  third-stage  blade  natural  frequency. 

It  is  interest-  to  note  in  figure 7 that  minor  stress  peaks  occur 
in the  vibratory  stress  at  rotor  speeds  not  indicated as crLticd epeeds 
in figure 6. A source of excitation is evidently  present and could be a 
rotating-stall  component  that was not  observed frm the  hot-wire anemom- 
eter. However, the  stress  levels  are low and insignifcast  from a mechan- 
ical  consideration. 

A vibration of interest  but  not  shown in the  stress slot ( ffg . 7) 
was that of a second-bending-mode  vibration  in  the  second-stage  blade. 
The frequency  of  the  vibration was 2240 cycles-per  second  occurring at 
a rotur  speed of 5.840 rpm. The  .resonance-  condition was the result of 
the  second  bending  frequency  being in resonance  with the f'undmuental of 
the second-stage  rotor  blade  wake  frequency.  The  vibratory  stress was 
found to  be low (+7550 psi, as measured  at  the bhde base). The low- 
level  vibration  is an indication  of  the low exciting  energy of blade 
wakes  and  contrasts  the  generally high energy of rotat- stall. Fig- 
ure 8 presents an oscillogram of hot-wire  anemmeter and strain-gage 
signale of t h e  third-stage  stator  blade  vibration  at 8625 r p n  (fig. 7). 
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Rotor  Blade  Vibration - 
In considering rotathg stall as a source of vibration  excitation 

in the  rotor  blades,  the  rotating-stall  frequency  relative to the  rotor 
must  be  determined.  Since  the  rotating-stall  zones  are  prcrpagating in 
the same direction as compressor  rotation,  the  frequency 3'; relative 
to the  blades can be ccmpted by 

E 
cu 

where 

N rotor  speed, rgm 

6 X number of stall  zones 
- 

Knowing the  rotating-stall  frequency  relative  to  the  rotor  blades, 
a critical-speed diagram of the  rotor  blades can be  constructed similar 

jected to centrfkzgal  force, the natural frequency increases somewhat 
w i t h  the  rotor  speed. A@n, the stall and blade  frequencies  intersect 
showing  possible  critical.  speeds.  Whenever  the  blade  frequency  is an 
exact  multiple of the  rotor  speed,  resonance can occur  if a stationary 
excitation such as a strut .wake is  present.  The  multiple  is commonly 
referred  to  as  an  order  number. To amid confusion, only the  second- 
and  sixth-order lines are shown in figure 9. 

I to  that  of  the  stator  blades (fig. 9) . Since  the  rotor  blades  are sub- 

Obsemtion of t h e  critical-speed diagram for the  rotor blades in- 
dicates  that  several  critical  speeds  occur.  The  blade-vibration data 
obtained is shown in figure 10. In contrast  to  the  stator  response, no 
significant  vibrations  were  observed in the  first and second  stages. 
--level  vibration (under 10,ooO ps i )  was werienced throughout  the 
speed  range,  but minor peaks  were  evident  at  stall-zone  frequency 
resonance  points shown in figure 9. The  first-  and  second-stage  rotor 
blades are smewhat stiffer  than the  stator  blades and are  consequently 
less  subject to high  vibratory  stresses. 

The  third-stage  vlbration is seen to  be  excited  by  the  third har- 
monic of both  the three- and  four-zone  rotating stall and the fourth 
harmonic of the  four-zone  rotating stall. The  resulting low vibratory 
stress  is  possibly due to  the  low-energy  content of the turd and  fourth 
harmdcs of ether the three-  or  four-zone  rotating  stall, W s  is - 
logical  since the third  and fourth harmonics  were  likewise weak in ex- 
citing  stator  blade  vibration. 

The  highest  vibration in the  rotor  blades was observed in the fourth 
stage w h e r e  the maxhum vibratory  stress  was i17,700 pounds  per  square 
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inch  occurring  at 7900 r p ~ ~  (fig. 10). From  figure 9 it  is  difficult  to 
ascertain the  source.&  the  excitation  because af the  close  proxfmity 
of the  sixth  order and the  third  harmonic of t h e  four s t d l  zones. How- a 

ever, m analysis of a particules  vibration  measurement  reveals  that the 
sixth order was equal to the  blade  frequency ( 790 cps) , whereas  the 
relative  rotating-etall  frequency  was only 775 cps.  The  origin &a 
sixth-order  excitation  does  not  appear  evident. Slnce no sixth-order 
excitation  occurred in any of the  preceding  stages, it Le obviously 
limit&  to  the  particular  speed (7900 rpm). The reslaining fourth-stage 
blade  vibrations  were  definitely  due  to  rotating-stall  excitation,  but 
they  were low in amplitude. "he low-level  vibration w a s  probably due 
to  the  presumably  low-energy  harmonics of the flow fluctuations of ro- 
tating  stall  as  experienced in the  third-stage  excitation. The possi- 
bility of greater w i n g  in the  rotor  cannot  be  discounted.  The 
rotor  blades  were loose in their  mounts, and this looseess cou ld  in-. 
crease  the  damping  at past speed  operation. The stator:  blades, on. the 
other hand, were  tight. . .  

R 
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SUpllMARY OF RESULTS . 
The folloKing results  were  obtained  during the investigation  of 

rotating-stall and blade-vibration  characteristics of the  modified 
eight-stage  axial-flow  compressor. 

. . .. . .  

1. The maximum total-pressure  ratio.obta3ned  at  design  speed was 
10.7 at an -equivalent  weight flow of 70.5 pounds  per  second  with an = 
adiabatic  efficiency  of 0.82. 

2. A peak  efficiency of 0.83 was obtaFned  at  desi@p  speed f o r  
values  of  total-pressure  ratio  varying  fram  about 9.3 to 10.3. 

3. A maximum e uivalent  weight  flow of approximately 72.5 pounds 
per  second (30.6 lb?( sec) (sq f't of frontal  area) ) was obtained at de- 
sign speed. 

4. The  presence of rotating-stall  patterns was indicated up to 
equivalent  speeds of approximately 73 percent of design  speed.  The 
patterns  obtained  were of either the three-  or  Pour-zone  type. 

5. The  peak  vibratory  stress in the first-  and  second-stage s t a to r  
blades  were ~45,500 pounds  per.square  inch  at 6350 r p n  and i59,500 -.  

pounds per square inch  at 8250 rpm, respectively.  These  high  stresses 
were  the  result of resonance ath rotating-stall  frequencies.  The 
highest  vibratory  stress in the rotor blades (&17,700 psi)  occurred 
in the- fourth-stage  rotor  at 7900 rpm. .. . " 

.. " 

" . 

Lewis Flight  Propulsion  Laboratory 
National Advisory Cammittee for Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1955 - 
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Figure 1. - Cross-sectional dew of eight-stage axid-flow compressor, inlet ballmouth 
MZYJE, and discharge aol lectar .  i 
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Figure 2. - Over-all performance characteristics of modified eight-stage axial- 
flow compressor. 
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Rotor ~peed, H, r p m  

Figure 5. - Absolute atall frequency as a function of rotor aped.  
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Figure 6. - Critical-speed &Liegram of stator blader, 
indicating rotating-stall excitation. Stress encoun- 
tered at data points &own on figure 7 .  
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Rotor epeed, If, r p m  

Figure 7 .  - Vari&tion of etator blade vibration with rotor speed. 
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f signal Strain-gage 

Figure 8. - Oscillogram of hot-wire  anemometer 
and strain-gage signals (third-stage vibration, 
8625 rpm, f ig .  7). 
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Figure 9 .  - Critical-speed tilagram of rotor blaaee indlcatw rotating 
stall and order excitation. Streas encountered  at data point6 ehoxn 
on figure 10. 
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Figure 10. - V a r i a t i o n  of ro to r  blade vibration with rotor epeed. 
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